Glitter, Polyflakes & Beads

**Ultra Fine Iridescent Polyflakes**
*Small jar $2.25 - *Large jar $5.90 - 1 lb. Bag $36.40
- 1-A - White iridescent, (Aurora) with hint of pink and green.
- 1-B - White iridescent, with hint of blue.
- 1-G - White iridescent, with hint of gold.
- 1-V - White iridescent, with hint of violet.
- 1-M - White iridescent multi, with mix of the above colors.

Brilliant ultra-fine, iridescent polyflakes add a beautiful sparkle to so many items. Use to cover the inside of eggs, highlight trees, houses and make snow sparkle.

**2-A - Super Ultra Fine Iridescent Polyflakes**
*Small jar $2.65 - *Large jar $7.45 - 1 lb. Bag $52.25
Same as 1-A above except twice as fine. Creates a more refined delicate look.

**2-G Super Ultra Fine Iridescent Polyflakes with hint of gold**
Small jar $2.65 ~ Large jar $7.45 ~ 1 lb. bag $52.25

**Ultra Fine Rainbow Polyflakes**
*Small jar $2.75 - *Large jar $8.40 - 1 lb. Bag $55.00
- 4-R Golden Rainbow  
- 5-R Silver Rainbow

Ultra fine polyflakes with a brilliant rainbow effect.

**Ultra Fine Polyflakes in Dramatic Colors**
*Small jar $2.25 - *Large jar $5.90 - 1 lb. bag $36.40
- 3-P Light Gold  
- 10-P Fire Red  
- 13-P Purple  
- 20-P Emerald Green  
- 51-P Medium Blue  
- 52-P Aqua  
- 54-P Rose  
- 65-P Navy Blue  
- 67-P Black

Ultra fine epoxy coated polyflakes give a jewel like appearance. Fade resistant for a maximum lasting brilliance.

**41 Clear Ice Poly Lame - Ultra Fine**
*Small jar $2.25 - *Large jar $5.90 - 1 lb. Bag $36.40
Ultra fine pure white iridescent flakes. Create a sparkle effect but more subtle than polyflakes. Gives soft highlights to prints and flowers. Also looks nice over pastel paints.

**Glass Flakes**
*Large jar (approx. 5 oz.) $2.05 - 1 lb. Bag $13.05
- G-61 Ultra Fine ~ G-62 Fine

Clear crushed glass flakes give items a bright sparkling look. Use on the inside of eggs enhance prints (very transparent) and more. Best substitute for Diamond Dust.

**Clear Ballentine Beads**
*Large jar (approx. 7 oz.) $4.55 - 1 lb. Bag $7.55
- 9 Fine Ballentine  
- 14 Ultra Fine Ballentine

The #9 ballentine gives decals and prints a 3-D look. The #14 adds a soft frosted look.

**5 Gold Ballentine Beads**
*Small jar (approx 1 1/2 oz.) $2.65 - *Large jar (approx. 6 1/2 oz) $9.75 - 1 lb. Bag $22.50

**GL1 Russ’ Favorite Glitter**
*Large jar $6.25 - 1 lb. Bag $38.50
Russ’ special blend designed and made to dazzle. Made by an egger for eggers. Very popular.